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Message 

 

On behalf of Hampshire Puja and Cultural Association (HPCA), I 
welcome you all to celebrate DurgaPujo and Autumn Festival – 
2022. 

As we put the worst of Covid behind us, this year we face new 
challenges. The cost of living crisis, sky rocketing energy prices 
and a war that continues to create a humanitarian crisis, lives lost, 
families displaced with no line of sight to an end. During these 
months, the HPCA association continued to do its charitable work. 
This year, we donated to Southampton City & Region Action to 
Combat Hardship, SCRATCH. SCRATCH aims to relieve the 
effects of poverty for families and individuals due to displacement, 

unemployment, family breakdown, domestic violence, physical and mental illness and 
many other challenges families and households face. 

This wouldn’t have been possible without the efforts of each and every member of HPCA. 
Many members from our Poila Baishakh Bengali Food festival, which was a huge success, 
donated their complete stall earnings towards these kinds of charitable causes. 

As we gear up to celebrate HPCA’s 14th DurgaPujo, we look forward to getting the entire 
community in the South together again between the 30th September to 2nd October. The 
team is going to put together a splendid line-up of cultural events – An Antakshari on 30th 
Sept. and Sayani Palit, one of India’s leading playback singer, performing on 2nd Oct. 
Sayani is a PhD research scholar in Thumri and has lent her voice to Bengali and Hindi 
soundtracks which have gone on to become huge hits. On 1st October, we will have our 
home grown – Zindagi ka Safar. This a Train Journey, across various cities in India, each 
station providing a glimpse of the city with music, drama and dance. 

In December 2021, ‘Durga Puja in Kolkata’ was awarded the UNESCO Intangible Cultural 
Heritage of Humanity tag. This is indeed a proud moment for all Asians celebrating this 
festival. It gives us great pride that we are able to bring a flavour of this festival to UK. 

As always, I am grateful to our sponsors and on behalf of the entire HPCA team 
thank them from the bottom of my heart. 

 

With warm regards, 

 

Manish Mukherjee, 

General Secretary, H.P.C.A. 
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Wonderland 

Author: Priyanka M Turnbull 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I'm indeed blessed. 

There was a lovely time 

A long lost little while ago 

I was untouched, a fresh 

flower of the season 

The talk of my small town 

In a distant quaint city 

I grew up in. 

And here I stand 

Thankful now 

for the heartaches 

The ponderings upon loss, 

Time and time again. 

Heart wrenching 

To reject betrayal's 

Attendant shame and pain. 

And here I stand awestruck 

For the Wonder 

Of discovering 

Love again 

In truest bluest form. 

All my losses washed away 

In tears of gratitude gained. 

You look at me 

I'm someone, 

You have prayed 

To find 

I look at you 

And realize 

Love was never blind. 

 

It's a flash of understanding 

A choice of soul and mind 

Please God, 

That we may weave our days 

In togetherness 

A tapestry so wonderfully kind… 

Thank you for finding me 

Just the way 

I am. 

Loving me 

Just the way 

You can. 

My life 

Now simply blessed 

Joined to yours 

In joy and trust, 

This world is 

Our wonderland. 
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affected by the impacts of climate change, is still falling far short. But COP26 (the 

26th UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties held in Glasgow in 2021)did 

produce new “building blocks” to advance implementation of the Paris Agreement 

through actions that can get the world on a more sustainable, low-carbon 

pathway moving forward. 

 

Sports Day 2022 
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The Amazon  
Sam Ronak Chatterjee  

 
 
 

In the forests of the Amazon  
Where poachers have never set foot, 
A haven for animals, 
with streams, trees and wildlife. 
Somewhere where they wouldn’t be in danger, 
Of the mechanical monsters, 
Or the great and large fires that engulfed their 
homes. 

 
This habitat was one of a kind, 
Protected by a special team of people,  
People who don’t get paid much, 
Some even just volunteer, 
But they all are passionate, 
Passionate in saving endangered animals, 
Koalas, Lemurs, Sloths, Parakeets and so many more. 
 
But still, it’s not enough, 
There’s just not enough money, 
Because it’s so much cooler to buy some Nike Air Forces than actually 
protect our own planet. 
Over on the other side of the world,  
Ice caps are melting, 
Sea levels are rising, 
Those cute polar bears you saw on Facebook, they are endangered. 
Slowly drifting away from their mothers, 
And out into the treacherous ocean. 
Oceans full of plastic,  
Where turtles are choking  
And fish are dying. 
Yes, that is what we’ve done,  
Not anyone else,  
But what we’ve done… 
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Battling Climate Change  
Rhea Mukherjee, Year 9,  
The Mountbatten School. 

 

In recent times, we have been plagued by some unusual 

weather phenomena around us. Whether it is the spectacular 

thunder and lightning which beset us a few months ago, the 

sunniest spring ever with 626 hours of bright sunshine or the 

ferocious storm Eunice that shook us to our core at the start 

of the year. Climate change is real, and no amount of fake 

news advocates can deny it. 

 

The February 2022 report by the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) shows that greenhouse gas 

emissions continue to rise, and current plans to address climate change are not 

ambitious enough to limitglobal warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. This 

is a standard agreed to at the Paris Agreement and this is the threshold that 

scientists believe is necessary to avoid even more catastrophic impacts. 

 

What’s particularly troubling is that these emissions are not evenly distributed—

the wealthiest countries are responsible for disproportionately more emissions 

than developing countries, even though developing countries are experiencing 

more severe climate impacts.  

 

Extreme weather has contributed to conflict and terrorism in unstable regions that 

have led to the displacement of 80 million people from their homes. Rising 

temperatures increase the costs of agricultural production and threaten 

biodiversity, with one million species in danger of extinction that affect crop 

growth, fisheries, and livestock. Warmer temperatures could expose as many 

as one billion people to deadly infectious diseases such as Zika, dengue, and 

chikungunya. Major commercial ports in developing countries – including Rio de 

Janeiro, Mumbai, Guangzhou, and Dar es Salaam – face the threat of being 

submerged by rising sea levels caused by melting ice cover. 

 

According to the Green Future Index 2022, Iceland, Denmark and the 

Netherlands are the countries most prepared for a low-carbon future. Aggressive 

climate policies like the net zero greenhouse emission targets by 2050, have 

pushed the UK, to 4th place from 17th place since last year’s ranking. The ban on 

the sale of polluting cars from 2030 and UK’s commitment to offshore wind 

energy with the aim of reaching 40GW of offshore wind production by 2030, are 

promising moves. 

Cuts in global greenhouse gas emissions are still far from where they need to be 

to preserve a habitable climate, and support for the most vulnerable countries 
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হঠাৎ �সিদন একট �রিডওর ছিব �ভেস উঠেলা আমার 

ট� ইটার টাইম-লাইেন। িফিল� �কা ানীর �রিডওট একট 
কােলা রেঙর �লদার জ$ােকট লাগােনা - বহ�  ব$বহাের জীণ ' 

িকন্ত�  য+আি,র ছাপ ./। ছিবট �দেখই মেন পেড় 
�গেলা আমার 2থম �রিডওর কথা আর �সটর 2ভাব 

আমার জীবেন। 

ন4ই এর দশেকর মাঝামা7ঝ সময়, আিম :ােমর �ছা; 

2াইমাির <ুেল পিড় তখন। �মিদনীপুেরর এক িনজ'ন 2াে> আমােদর :াম, শহেরর 
�কালাহল �থেক বহ�  আেলাকবষ ' দেূর। বিহজ'গৎ এর খবরাখবর রাখার সব �থেক 

কায 'কর মাধ$ম হেলা �রিডও। একাBবতC পিরবাের একট কােলা-সাদা টিভ থাকেলও 

�সট �ছাটেদর �দখার উপর 2ভূত িনেষধাDা, তােত নািক �চাখ খারাপ হেয় যােব! আর 
আমােদর এই 2াি>ক :ােম খবেরর কাগজ �পৗHছােত দুপুর গিড়েয় িবেকল! তেব 

বািড়েত �বশ কেয়কট �রিডও িছল এবং আমার Dান হওয়া ইJক তােত বছেরর একট 
িদনও সকাল ও সেK$র খবর Lেলা না-চলেত Mিনিন। "আকাশবাণী কলকাতা, খবর 

পড়িছ...", এট খুব সPবত আমার জীবেন সব �থেক �বিশবার �শানা �কােনা শQবাক$।  

�যিদন �থেক জানেত পারলাম �য, �রিডওর কথা বলা মানুষ Lিল বহ�  �কােনা দেূরর 

শহের বেস কথা বলেছ ,আমার �রিডওর 2িত এক দুিন 'বার আকষ 'ণ Rতরী হেলা। সুেযাগ 
�পেলই �রিডওর বড় �গাল tuning knob ট ঘুিরেয় ঘুিরেয় িবিভB ধরেণর channel 

আিবaার করার �রামাbকর অিভDতা এখেনা মেনর গভীের অdত। এই রকম করেত 
করেতই একিদন আিবaার কের �ফললাম �রিডওর �পছেনর িদেকর �ছা; সুইচট এবং 

short-wave এর িবiজগৎ। হাজার হাজার চ$ােনল, কত িবিচj রকমাির গান, কীই বা 

তার ভাষা, তার মাথা মুk িকছ� ই বুঝতাম না িকন্ত�  হঠাৎ কেরই আমার মেন হেত 
থাকেলা পৃিথবী তা �বশ বড় আর �সটা খmপুর এর মামাবািড় �ত িগেয়ই �শষ নয়।  

সমেয়র সােথ সােথ অেনক িকছ� ই ঝাপসা িকন্ত�  িকছ�  ঘটনা ও অিভDতা আমার ওই 
�ছা; মাথায় খুব গভীর 2n �রেখিছেলা �যLেলা এখেনা আমার মেন অমিলন।  

সালটা ৯৬ হেব, বষ 'ার এক িবেকল, কাকা-জ$াঠােদর সােথ সদর দুয়াের বেস �রিডও 
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Mনিছ, যিদও িকছ� ই বুঝেত পারিছ না কারণ �সটর ভাষা ইংের7জ। িকন্ত�  এটা 

বুেঝিছলাম �য, বাঙািলেদর �সট নািক একট খুব গব ' করার িদন কারণ এক বাঙািল 
যুবক িবেলেতর মােঠ �দেশর হেয় 2থম বার 7qেকট �খলেত নামেছ। পের বুেঝিছলাম 

�সই যুবকট আর �কও না, িছেলন �সৗরভ গেrাপাধ$ায় - বাঙািলর িচরকালীন গব ' আর 
7qেকট মাঠট িছল Lord's, �যখােন অিভেষক ম$ােচই �সৗরভ century হািঁকেয়িছেলা। 

�বশ িকছ� িদন �রিডও �ত কেমিx �শানার পর আিম িকছ�  ব$াপার আয়, করেত 
পারলাম, out, 4-runs এLেলা আমার মেধ$ জz িদেলা এক খুেদ 7qেকটার। তার িকছ�  

িদন পর আেরা এক অত$া{য ' ব$াপার আিবaার কের �ফললাম। �য চ$ােনল ট �ত 
7qেকট কেমিx Mনিছলাম, �সট ভ� ল বসত একট�  নেড় �যেতই, Mনেত �পলাম একট 

বাংলা খবর এর চ$ােনল। িকন্ত�  এটর খবর পড়ার ধরণ স ূণ ' িভB -�বশ ঝকঝেক 
উপ|াপনা আর মােঝ মেধ$ খুব সু}র music �বেজ উঠেছ। একট�  পের যখন খবর ট 

�শষ হেলা, তখন বুঝলাম এট আমার পিরিচত আকাশবাণী নয়, পেররিদন, আিম 

ভ� বনদার �থেক �জেন িনলাম �য চ$ােনলটর নাম BBC বাংলা আর খবর ট পড়া 
হ7�েলা London �থেক। আমার আবার অবাক হওয়ার পালা।  িবেলেতও বাংলা �রিডও 

চ$ােনল!বাবার �চাখেক ফািঁক িদেত পারেল, এর পেরর দশট বছর আিম িবিবিস বাংলার 
এই সাK$ বুেলটন কdেনা িমস কিরিন। �দশ ও দুিনয়ার খবর জানার অভ$াস আমার 

Rতরী হেয় িগেয়িছেলা আমার ওই কােলা �রিডওর শট'-ওেয়ভ �থেকই। 

এর �বশ িকছ�  পের যখন িহ7} গােনর লাইন, শাহ�খ, সলমন আমার জীবেন 2েবশ 

করেলা, িবিবধ ভারতী আর Radio Shillong এই দুট চ$ােনল খুবই ি2য় হেয় উঠেলা 
আমার। qেমই বুেঝ িনলাম �য, সেK$র পর �থেকই শট'-ওেয়ভ চ$ােনল Lেলা ঠকঠাক 

Mনেত পাওয়া যায় বা কালৈবশাখীর ঝড় জেলর পর আেরা অেনক �বিশ চ$ােনল 

Mনেত পাওয়া যায় এবং তা অেনক �বিশ ./ ভােব। এইসেবর রহস$ আমার তখনকার 
Lগল -ভ� বনদা িকছ� েতই সমাধান করেত পারেতা না। তেব উ,র �পেয়িছলাম অেনক 

পের physics-এর MSc �াস করেত িগেয়। Radio frequency , AM ,FM এইসব চ$া�ার 
Lেলা আিম �গা:ােস িগেলিছলাম এবং transistor িকভােব বানােত হয়, এক লে� িশেখ 

িনেয়িছলাম । Radio Communications আিবaার এর জন$ আমােদর জগদীশ চ� 
বসুেক �নােবল 2াইজ না িদেয় Marconi সােহবেক �দওয়া হেয়েছ Mেন যারপরনাই 

অসন্ত� / হেয়িছলাম। বাঙািল িচরকালই অভাগা! যিদও এক অদ্ভ� ত সমাপতেন 
আমার বত'মান জীবন ও জীিবকা এই �রিডও ি�েকােয়7� �তই আবিত'ত। 
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The audience continued cheering 

us on and clapping throughout the 

whole song. We could feel the 

atmosphere of the stage, and 

rocked out to the hard-hitting 

drumbeats and low bass. Looking 

up at the audience every spare 

moment I had, I could see they 

were following our stage presence. 

We kept the mood throughout the 

song, which followed a huge round 

of applause and a standing ovation from the judges. The band was extremely happy with 

the audience reaction – and especially, the amazing roar of the crowd at the big winning 

moment. 

Yes, we became the Lower School winners of the Battle of the Bands 2022. 

 

Sports Day 2022 
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Battle of the Bands 2022 
Swastik Chakrabarti , Age 11 

King Edward VI School, Southampton  
 

Claps spread like a wave throughout the sea of audience – 

many cheers were heard amongst them. As our band members 

moved towards the stage one by one, our heartbeats audible in 

the sudden anticipation. The only Year 7 band - competing 

against the whole school in front of a full house at the Dobson 

Theatre. 

And so, it started. 

 

The Battle of the Bands at the King Edward VI School, 

Southampton was clearly one of the 

most favourite competitions out of 

many events – where any school 

bands could perform without any 

strict age limit. Besides all the 

drama, plays and musicals held 

throughout the term, this one felt 

more like an actual live rock concert. 

We could feel that everyone was so 

excited for the return of Battle of the Bands after a two-year gap due to the pandemic. 

Week after week, our Year 7 band “Purple Fuse” got together in an after-school club 

called “Rock Academy” to rehearse our song - “Eye of the Tiger”, in preparation for the 

big day. It had begun with only three members - myself on the Keyboard, a Guitarist and 

a Drummer. We then involved a bass guitarist, and soon many others were interested to 

join our band. It grew rapidly, we had a second guitarist, two vocalists and many others 

supporters from Year 7. 

We were ready. 

We took our positions, picked up the guitars and microphones. The drummer began with 

a count by tapping his drumsticks together for one bar, giving us a clue on the beat, 

and… 
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�রিডও �ছাট হেত হেত এখন একট �ছা; �বাতাম-এ পয 'বিসত। Internet আর 
computer এর রমরমার মােঝ বড় �রিডও 2ায় 2াৈগিতহািসক একট বস্ত� । তেব 
বাঙািল হেলা �িৃতেমদুর 2াণী, তাই �তা দুগ 'াপুেজা এেল �রিডওর কথা এখনও মেন 
পেড় আম-বাঙািলর, তা �স ক$ািলেফািন 'য়ায় �হাক বা ক$ানেবরা।  হয়েতা ব$াক:াউ� 
noise স�িলত লড়ঝেড় �রিডও আজ অেনকটাই অবসতৃ িকন্ত�  তবুও "আিiেনর 
শারদ 2ােত �বেজ উেঠেছ...." Mনেলই মেন হয় �যন �সটা ওই �রিডও �থেকই �ভেস 
আসেছ, �মাবাইল বা alexa �থেক না। এইভােবই না �হাক �বঁেচ থাক আমার 2থম 
2যু7�-�2ম - �রিডও।  
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Roses and Thorns 
Sharanya Das  

Freedom International School , Class VIII 

 

Aren't roses just devils in disguise? 

The small yet powerful form stands in all might and pride. 

Her beauty outshining the others' presence, As 

she deceives us through the sweetest lies. 

No one dares to feel her touch themselves, 

Afraid that once they get too close to her form, 

Her monstrosity would over take her calm beauty, As she unravels her 

hidden thorns herself. 

The capacity of one isn't determined by their outside, 

Their attacks come sudden yet slow, 

While we, stay there too mesmerized by their looks, To prepare for what 

they hold inside. 

For a rose, thorns lays itself as a sheath, 

One of them pleases the crowd and plays as the distraction, 

While the other, quietly seeps through their skin, Because the most 

lovely beings, Hide their demons underneath. 
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Let’s Do Things Right! 
Sudakshina Bhattacharjee  

 
 

Description: This poem is a reflection on our conscious and subconscious insistence on 
getting things done the “right” way, whatever this is, be it an action, a deed, a task, a 
project or even something that needs to be expressed. Our need to be a perfectionist or 

to adhere to written/unwritten rules may be sapping away at our 
zest for life. 

We put our thinking caps on 
And try this and that 

But within a few days gone 
Things go flat. 

We say to ourselves: 
“Let’s Do Things Right”- 

But things go wrong 
And hence our flight! 

 
If perfection is just a dream, 

Why do we bother? Why do we scream? 
But if we don’t make an effort, 

What’s the point? Where’s the comfort? 
So, we say to ourselves- 
“Let’s Do Things Right”- 

But things go wrong 
And we lose the Light! 

 
We’ve got good intentions 

It’s just we need the support. 
From your words and gestures, 

Your smiles and thought. 
 

As we say to ourselves- 
“Let’s Do Things Right”- 

But things go wrong 
And we need your Sight! 

 
Let’s Do Things Right 
Let’s Do Things Right 

We don’t want this Plight 
Let’s Do Things Right! 

 
Author Bio 
Sudakshina Bhattacharjee (Kina) is a commercial writer, editor and digital content 
marketer based in the United Kingdom. In her spare time, she’s a popular culture 
enthusiast and occasionally writes poems for various anthologies.  
Visit her online at: www.sudakshinakina.com 
Twitter: @SudakshinaKina Instagram: @sudakshinakina  
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 The History of Machine Learning  
Devjeet Acharyya, Age 12 

The Romsey School 

 

 
There are increasing use and application of digital devices in our daily 

lives starting from communicating with people, learning at school, and 

completing homework. Every day, we hear many technical jargons like 

machine learning, deep learning, artificial intelligence, natural-language 

processing, computer simulation etc. They’re all confusing. In this 

article, I will provide a simple understanding of some technical jargons 

for the benefit for young learners.  

Let’s start with an academic field of computer science, which was 

developed in the 1950s. Some of the key early applications of 

computer science was in the physical games like checkers and chess. This development 

inspired the linking of artificial intelligence and the gaming industry. 

In 1958, the scientists Warren McCullough and Walter Pits developed Neural Networks 

which is a computational model based on the human brain. Its primary application was to 

recognize images that was connected to a camera. In addition to neural networks, other 

algorithms like Decision Trees and Neaighesrt Neighbors were developed during the 

1960s.  

Thereafter, computer scientists focused on Natural Language Processing (NLP) during 

the 1970s. NLP is designed to process text to speech. A moderate version of NLP is 

applied with Alexa, where it records the voice, and send it to Amazon’s Alexa Voice 

Services, where it automatically recognizes the voice, converts spoken words into text, 

and parses the recording into commands it understands, then the system send the 

relevant output back to your device. 

The 1990s is a golden era for machine learning. The program “Python” (programming 

language) was developed by the Dutch programmer Guido Rossum. The 1990s 

consisted of new discoveries such as the invention of “Reinforcement Learning”, or “Q-

Learning”. Reinforcement learning is the science of making decisions. Reinforcement 

learning can be used in different fields, such as healthcare, finance, etc. This is useful 

since it can create the correct decision based on the context you give it. This era of time 

is also special due to the uprise of internet platforms such as Google, Amazon, eBay etc. 

During the 2010s, the world was now aware of what Machine Learning was. 

Continuously, many people started using Machine Learning more frequently in their day 

to day lives. Becoming a data scientist during this time became more common, compared 

to 10 years from then, where it didn’t seem to be a job. In 2014, Facebook published 

their DeepFace algorithm to identify people in photos as accurately as a human can do. 
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"�य� ह� यह उतरा हुआ चेहरा? 
म� तो हूँ तु�हारा हम-साया, 

छूटे हुए बंदरगाह क� 
परवाह �य� करते हो? 

"दल म$ नयी 'वाइशे लाने से, 
तुम इतना �य� डरते हो? 

एक नया ल+य को ,था.पत करो 
एक नयी "दशा क� और बढ़ो 
व1त कम ह� सबके पास, 
कम व1त को बढ़ा करो 

 

जब आंख खुली 
तो वह चेहरा जा चूका था अब 

सुबह क� "करणे आ रह6 थी कमरे म$ 
पर कुछ बदल गया था अब 

सोया कम था, पर पूर6 हुई थी नींद 
8ज,म म$ था जोश 

और आँख� म$ अब ह� उ�मीद 

 

Art Competition Judges 
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Ummeed  

Shre Chatterjee  

आज जो सुन िलया कुछ गाने पुराने, 
कई याद$ ताज़ा होग यी, 

कुछ चेहरे 8जसे चला था भुलाने, 
वो कुछ नयी याद$ बो गयी, 

बहता पानी क� तरह व1तको, रोक नह6ं सकता म� 
उस व1त के दामन को थाम के, सो गया चा"हदेकोई 

पर पुराणी उस व1त के दायरे म$, 
उ<ह$ दोबारा खड़ा पाया गया, 

सुकून से सो गया था जो, 
उ<ह$ मु,कुराते हुआजागापायागया, 

कुछ कह रह थे वह मुझे, 
समझ म$ नह6ं आया, 

"फर इशार� से उ<ह�ने "दखाया मुझे, 
एक बीता हुआ पल जो सामने आया, 

जब होठ�पे मु,कुराहट था मेरा, 
आँख� म$ थी मेर6 उ�मीद, 

जब सोता कम था, पर पूर6 होती थी नींद, 
जब खो जाना चाहता था, 

"दल क� कई सार6 'वाइश�म$ 
जब खड़ा उतरना चाहता था, 
8ज़<दगी क� आज़माइश� म$ 

कोई और था म� तब 
�य� बदल गया? 

मुड़के देखा जब उ<ह$, 
"फर समझ गया 

म� ल+यके बाद ल+यको खो "दया था 
"दल म$ बुने कई 'वाइश�को खो "दया था 

मं8ज़ल क� तरफ चलते चलते 
छूटे हुए बंदरगाह को खो "दया था, 

 

.बखर के जब म� बैठ गया 
तो एक हाथ मेरे कंधे पे आया, 
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Using Deep Learning techniques, Google’s speech recognition and Google Voice 

experienced a great performance jump. 

In conclusion, the machine learning industry has become more advance over the past 

decades. In the future, machine learning will become more advance than it is currently by 

manufacturing more robots that will benefit us. AI is also expected to help vehicles such 

as cars, boats and aircrafts to become autonomous. For the benefit of young people, I 

would recommend using the website “Scratch” to have a rough understanding of what 

machine learning is. Further, there are many YouTube channels such as 

“freeCodeCamp.org”, “Programming with Mosh” and “Real Python” that will help you 

learn how to use the programming language “Python”. 

References: 

Mauro Di Pietro (2022) “History of Artificial Intelligence & Data Science”, available at 

Medium.com, accessed on 26 July 2022. 

Micheal Galarnyk (2018) “How to Build a Data Science Portfolio”, available at 

Medium.com, accessed on 26 July 2022. 
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coincidence of heavy rains, unfailing every year made me believe that Maa Durga 
was sad and crying inconsolably as she is going back from her father’s abode to 
her own place in the heaven. 
Finally when the  “Bijoya Dashami” arrived at the end of each Pujo,  kids were in 
the lookout of sweets and just like Halloween , we used to go around different 
houses with friends and at the end of the day we were so full , that we skipped 
dinners often. 
In short those were the best days of my life ,however I feel blessed to be a part of 
the HPCA pujo which has the small town essence  akin to my childhood 
memories. 

  Rangoli by Chhaya Karode 
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Tintagel Castle  
Mitanshu Basu, 10 Years 

Otterbourne Church of England School 

Introduction 

Tintagel castle is a beautiful castle, but it is a ruin in the heart of 

Cornwall and it is situated next 

to the Atlantic Ocean. We went 

there for holiday and to 

celebrate my mom’s birthday in 

February 2022. I got to know 

the history of the ruined down 

ancient castle that was ruled by 

a Cornish King called King Arthur and I will tell 

you all about it. This castle was built in 1230s at 

the peninsula of the village Tintagel, in North 

Peninsula in the UK. 

 

Main story 

Near the entrance of the castle, there 

was a reception next to the beauty of 

Cornwall. The people who worked 

there, they gave us a map of this place. 

Slowly we ascended up the castle and 

looking at the gorgeous ruins-we could 

imagine that it was so strategically built. 

There is a lot of historical importance of 

this castle as it was once the main point of export and import with Europe, specially 

Rome. People believe that King Arthur was born in this castle due to some magical 

incident which was so fascinating! 

Finally, after a lot of hiking, we reached to the top of the 

mountain which was the top of the castle too. There were 

ruins of various rooms in the castle. We as a family guessed 

about the purpose of each room, eventually we found the 

toilet which was all covered with grass and broke down stone 

walls. We also found the bedrooms, the living rooms, then a 

giant dining room. After, we went to a cliff edge, I found lots of 

old stones which were at least millions of years old. I collected 

some of the stones to show them to my friends and my 

teachers. 
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After we walked to a beautiful scenery area, on a wooden deck, at the edge of the cliff, 

relaxing and admiring the cliffs of Tintagel 

castle which was surrounded by beautiful, 

blue ocean. We took a little break there 

and ate some snacks what we brought 

with us. Soon, it was time to go down 

through the beautiful wooden bridges that 

led us to a beach and a Cornish ice 

cream shop where we ate ice cream. We 

also met some nice people that also were 

on holiday. Once we finished talking with 

them, we had to walk a steep hill and go 

back to the car park (it was very tiring). 

Near the end of the castle, there was a little museum of Tintagel Castle also which has 

few remains of the articles, like broken pottery, weapons, jewelleries etc which were 

dated back to 5th century, found by 

great archaeologists. We bought a 

little fridge magnet as a memento 

from the castle shop too. 

Next, we went to a local pub 

called The Mill House Inn as we 

were starving after the long walks, up 

and down through the hills and 

had a great food to remember. 

Then we drove back home which 

took around 4 hours. During our 

journey home, all the way I was just thinking about King Arthur and imagining that he 

must have touched or stepped on the stones I picked up. The next day, when I went to 

school, I showed my classmates all the stones I got from the castle and they were very 

amazed!!! 
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Memoirs of Durga Pujo in a township life 
Kajari Sinha 

 
 

 
Student life is indeed the golden era of our cherished 
memories. Me and my family ,lived in a quaint little 
township called “Haldia”. The name derives from the 
river “Haldi” .Itis in the confluence of river Haldi 
meeting the mighty Bay of Bengal. Life was slow and 
inclusive, a bit like our HPCA culture. 
Durga puja, as expected was a much awaited event of 
the year as were the first sight of “Catkins”(Kaas Phul) 
and the intoxicating fragrance of the night-flowering 
jasmine (Siuli). There were three main pujo’s based on 
the three companies which made the townshipnamely 
IOCL(Indian Oil Corporation) ,CPT(Calcutta Port 
Trust )and HFC (Hindustan Fertilizer Corporation).My 
father being a part of IOCL, my main hangout place 

during pujo was the IOCL hall. Every morning and evening for five days, we were 
engrossed in pujo festivities. But the best part of it was a free open to all 
community bhog/lunch arranged by IOCL for three days Astami,Nabami and 
Dashami . I still remember it was my teenage years and I loved helping to serve 
the “khichuri” in shining aluminium buckets to known and unknown people. It was 
humbling and fun too. 
One important aspect of Pujo in India is the “Pujo Parikrama” in colloquial terms 
“Para Berano”. Gangs of school friends used to meet up, and go around the 
different pujo pandals.“ThakurPronam” was as important as the “Anjali” and our 
famous bengalstreet foods. Foodstalls used to be outside the pandals and the 
intoxicating smell of our beloved “fuchka’s”, “egg rolls”, “chola badam’s”etc 
wherea prelude to the pujo smell , a sweet concoction of the burning incense
(dhoop), frankinsence (dhuno) along with the fresh flowers. It was heavenly 
indeed. 
Then there was the drum rolls and pujo songs in loudspeakers whole day long . 
The ambience was so cheerful, as if the small riverside township has waken up 
from a long slumber and is in full mood of festive joy. 
Additionally the thrill of wearing new fads and dresses during these pujo days, 
which sometimes transcended to almost like a competition of who looks the most 
pretty/smart seems to be a bit hilarious in the hindsight today. Nevertheless this 
was pure happiness for us. The bonding among friends during that erawas very 
different as the  world wide web was not born yet. 
Moreover there were cultural programs in the evenings , where the families used 
to sit and enjoy.Then there was the famous “DhunuchiNaach”at the end of each 
day Pujo. It felt risky but some uncles  and aunties were amazingly graceful and 
made it feel like cakewalk.Pujo for us Bengalis is such a pure emotion of love that 
it feels ethereal. Still remember the gloom after Dashami and a very strange 
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Sadly, each decade, animals are dawning to extinction. There are only two white rhinos 

left in the wild. 

Until next time, Au Revoir! 

 

Kali Puja 2021 
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I have watched all his nature documentaries in BBC and so far, I liked ‘Seven Worlds, 

One Planet’ the most. It is a difficult choice as all the stories he shows are equally 

awesome, magnificent and breath-taking. 

If it wasn’t for him, maybe I would have chosen to become a football player. 

I don’t understand all his talks yet; but I think I will, when I actually grow up. 

Do you know that he has a list of animals named after him including lizard, mantis, frog, 

spider, butterfly, bee and many more? 

Apart from Sir David, there are other renowned personalities in this field whom I also 

adore. They are: 

Steve Backshall (I am sure you have watched his Deadly 60 show. Watch out and don’t 

ever dare to go close to a piranha or a Tasmanian daredevil!). 

Bear Grylls (He is the man who knows how to survive in any extreme condition. You must 

have heard about Man Vs Wild. Check out the latest interactive You Vs Wild on Netflix.  

He is also the Chief Ambassador of our World Scouting Group). 

People of WWF, who do a lot of work for endangered species conservation. With their 

help, I have adopted an amur leopard which is a critically endangered species and live in 

the vast forests of Russia and China. 

People of RSPCA, who promote animal welfare and knows a lot about birds in UK. 

Andy Day, who runs a wild adventure series with his puppet friend Kip, the cat. 

And the list can go on, there are too many to write, maybe more next time. 

Don’t you think how boring our world would be without animals? 

Animals are all special in their own ways, they have their unique talents, and we must 

help them survive, otherwise we will ourselves be extinct one day. I invite you to give it a 

serious thought and help in your own ways. We cannot lose the biodiversity of our 

precious planet. 

Before I go, here are some interesting animal facts, hope you like them. 

Bisons survive a long, cold winter by growing their own thick, woolly fur coats to protect 

them from freezing. 

Baby sharks are 100% harmless, they won’t hurt a fly! 

Flying lemurs and flying squirrels don’t fly, they glide. Both are mammals, so bat is the 

only true flying mammal. 

Did you know that an octopus has eight brains to match their legs? (Do watch ‘My 

Octopus Teacher’ on Netflix and see for yourself how intelligent they are). 
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When I grow up  
Aishik Roy, Age 10 

All Saints COE Maidenhead Junior School  

 

Do you ever think what you want to be when 

you grow up? 

Or if you are already a grown up; then what 

you are now, is it what you always wanted to 

be? 

Well, for me, I am 10-year-old and when I 

grow up, I want to be an ethologist. 

You must be thinking what on earth is that. 

So here you go – an ethologist is someone who studies animal behaviours. 

I like animals and I want to see their habits, personalities and characteristics. 

My mum says why not study humans, the most sophisticated creature in the whole world; 

nothing is more interesting and intriguing than a human brain; be a doctor, blah blah blah. 

But I am not convinced. 

 

In fact, just like people, no two animals are same. They are all unique. 

There are carnivores, herbivores and omnivores and you all know how they have 

different diets. Even if they are from the same group, they can eat different things. 

For example, vampire bats are carnivores that suck blood. Lions, on the other hand, eat 

the meat of herbivorous animals like the zebras. All creatures have different 

personalities, and they act differently even in similar situations. I want to learn more 

about that. 

By the way, do you know what is a folivore? Folivore is an herbivore that feeds mostly on 

leaves (I found out about it from HPCA Lockdown Quiz). 

 

The best thing about animals is they all look so interesting and so different. 

For example, tortoises have legs, turtles have flippers. 

Animals who are part of one group are called species. 

Even animals belonging to the same species can have different characteristics. 

My inspiration is Sir David Attenborough. He is a living genius and I love him so much. 
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Romeo and Juliet is a play about the cost of obsession 

Aaheli Sinha 

 

Caught in a bad romance 

Two teen lovers in love? Or gruesome reality of what love 

and obsession can do to someone. 

Obsession can make you act irrationally, which can 

potentially end in dangerous consequences. This is what 

happened when two star crossed lovers, Romeo, and Juliet, 

fall fatally in love with one another, followed with 

manifestations of fate bringing unavoidable death, conflict, 

tragedies, fights between religion and violence, all influenced 

by love and obsession. 

Obsession is overpowering and seductive. 

Despite what many people think, Romeo and Juliet it's not a 

love story, rather a story of desperation and obsession. 

When Romeo and Juliet say they cannot spend another night away from each other 

come on it sets a perfect example of obsession in the play. In the face of love and hate 

this dedicated passion costs them everything, including their lives. 

Shakespeare here presents the theme of obsession through the character of Romeo. 

He uses a semantic field of religion and divine imagery, perhaps to imply that Romeo 

sees love as religious or angelic. The metaphor “This holy shrine” conveys to her like 

she's a superior being and perfect for his eyes.  Likewise, Juliet uses the extended 

metaphor “Good Pilgrim” which suggests that she thinks of Romeo as a holy traveler. 

Obsession can be seen in this by the extreme religious imagery to portray their 

description of love. 

Another way Shakespeare shows how dangerous obsession and desperation is 

between the two characters Romeo and Rosaline. Romeo is so desperate to find 

someone to love for their beauty and not personality. He becomes obsessed with 

Rosaline and how beautiful she is and how he won't be able to be with her because she 

has pledged herself to be with God. This can be portrayed by Romeo calling rosaline 

beautiful by the quote “She's fair I love “ which proves the idea of him loving her for her 

physical features. This is emphasized by the adjective “fair “, perhaps this could also 

imply that he thinks Rosaline is quite pleasing and a pretty person to look at. Obsession 

can be seen in this by the excessive attachment of her beauty with exaggerated 

descriptions. Moreover, this proves the fickleness and fixation of beauty in Romeo’s 

obsessive mind. One instant he is deeply in love with Rosaline and the very next instant 

he falls for Juliet. 

This is not love, this is attraction, obsession, lust. Love is still, love is patient. Love 

should propagate peace and harmony,  not agitation or tension. 
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My Trip to Portugal  

Novojeet Acharyya (Koushik)  

 

We went Portugal for a family holiday on 19th of 

February 2022. We stayed in Orion ODM Lisbon 8 

Building Apartments for 3 days from 26thof 

February 2022. We travelled to many tourist 

attractions in Lisbon city, including the city centre 

and Sintra sea beach. We went from Bournemouth 

Airport by Ryanair. Mummy, daddy and Devojeet 

were with me. We had delicious local food 

including Bangladeshi cuisine - lamb curry and 

rice. We stayed in another apartment. We went to 

several shopping centre in Lisbon including 

Colombo. Dad and 

Devojeet went to watch football at Estádio do 

Sport Lisboa e Benfica. However, I did not go 

because I do not like football. The weather in 

Lisbon was always sunny and warm. We came 

back to Southampton on 26th of February by 

Ryanair. It was a very good holiday. I love Lisbon.  

 

 

 

 

 

Cooking Bhog During Pujo 2021 
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Durga Puja 2021 

Saraswati Puja 2022 
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the end of the month. BUT as we might know, with great affection comes the 

uncontested licence to tease.I couldn’t believe my ears when Mondyhailed the 

waiter over, ‘Areybhaiyya, ek Suttappalana! And would you believe it..the waiter 

responded, ‘Tomato ki Onion, sir?’, to uproarious laughter from the group at the 

table! 

 

Afterall, what’s in a name? Hmmmf!!! 

 

My work life has been no less a journey. Posted at the 2000 strong ‘only men thus 

far’ Horlicks factory in the princely state of Nabha in Punjab in the late 90s, the 

transition from Sutapa to ‘Stapa’ happened quite naturally. Stapaji was an 

awkward addition to the HR department: a bunch of rambunctious middle-aged 

men who never had to mind their languagebefore! Well, the obliviousStapajididn’t 

miss a beat when some of her co-workers, nudged each other, grinned and 

whispered ‘Siyapa’ji!! Giggle giggle! I had no idea what it meant then!! And no, I 

am not telling you even though I know now!! 

 

Afterall, what is in a name? 

(Disclaimer: They were extremely fond of me: fed me sarson ka saag and makki ki 

roti straight off their stoves and their wives made a magnificent phulkari 

bedcoverand sent it to the other end of the country when I got married,that I still 

treasure!) 

 

“Sootahpah”….hollered Chris Lambert (my British boss - a dead ringer for Boris 

Johnson) across the corporate office in Gurgaon,which was my next stop on the 

career map. 

Then, as fate would have it,Bangalore changed my gender! Mr Siddappa was not 

the HR Manager…it was Mrs Sutapa, I told him repeatedly…but no, he insisted 

that only Mr Siddappa would do, to my utter bafflement. Strangely, even after I 

had slammed the phone down on him, he followed it up with some polite letters 

soliciting business, addressed to the non-existent gentleman, Mr Siddappa for 

several months! 

 

Afterall, what’s in a name? 
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The day I met a dragon  
Vivaan Bhadra, Age 9 

Underhill School  
 

This story is about when I first saw a real-life dragon! 

Hope you enjoy! 

I was playing football with my friends, when one of them kicked the 

ball away near a cave. We were playing on the top of a mountain 

so, there were caves around us. 

I went to get the ball when I heard a mysterious groan 

And rumble come from the cave… 

I went to investigate this inexplicable noise. The sound  

was getting louder and louder as I went deeper and deeper into the cave. Then, the 

groaning suddenly stopped. I stopped in my tracks and looked around me. Feeling 

relieved, I sat down against the bumpy wall and dozed off. 

I was woken up by the snorting of an animal. When I opened my eyes I saw a DRAGON 

carrying me to it’s babies. The dragon was flying 100 feet from above the ground. When 

the dragon reached it’s nest, 

I saw a baby dragon who 

looked like they were ready 

to fly. 

I was petrified when the 

baby dragon came really 

close, I screamed “Please 

don’t eat me!” The dragon 

stopped before saying “Oh, 

sorry for scarring you.” I was 

perplexed. A dragon that 

could TALK!? “It’s OK.” I 

replied. Then I explained 

what happened and how I 

got into this mess. I asked if 

he could fly me home and 

he said he would for a slab of meat. 

So he flew me home and I gave him a delicious slab of meat which he gobbled up. I 

thanked him for helping me come back to my home and told my family why I was late and 

what happened … of course they didn’t believe me! 
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What's in a name? 
Sutapa Mukherjee 

 

 
That which we call a rose / By any other name would smell 

as sweet…. 

I have always felt a very personal connect with 

Shakespeare. His words have resonated with me several 

times through life and have helped me reach a certain 

degree of stoicism about one aspect of my life. 

Very early on in my life, I came to the realisation that my 

parents may have been under a divine spell when they 

named me.  They have always maintained that they were 

inspired by the mystical hills of the Border Roads in Garhwal 

to give me an appellation, by which they anticipated thatI would be doing 

‘SuTapa’sya all my life! 

My dadbeing a doctor in the Navy, we travelled to several coastal towns far far 

away from Bengal and I don’t quite recall coming across another Sutapa till I was 

about 10 years old. So when Chintamani ma’am (name changed to disguise my 

failing memory!) at the Visakhapatnam Primary school I attended, did the register 

every morning in class IB, “Suttappam?”, I demurely responded, ‘Present, Ma’am’. 

 

Afterall, what’s in a name? 

 

As I grew up and comprehended more, I quickly latched onto the more-in-

vogue‘Sujata’ and became Sutaapaa, rhyming with it, and that’s how I 

pronounced my name for a long long time. It was easier to remember (Sutapa like 

Sujata) - less explanation and more recall value! 

 

Afterall, what’s in a name? 

 

Through my nomadic childhood, I knew there was a ‘Shutopa’ lurking somewhere 

- especially everytime during Durga Puja when we met other ‘probashibangalis‘in 

the towns we lived in. I would grin and bear it for those days and then pretend that 

this particularversiondidn’t exist for the rest of the year -all due to the inevitable 

allusions to ‘Thread legs’or‘ShutoPa’ from a couple of questionable characters 

(who have strangely grown into a couple of very distinguished gentlemen!). 

 

After all, what’s in a name? 

 

Pune christened me a food!! At University I had great rapport with my seniors…

several of whom took me under their wing and fed me when I ran out of money at 
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Painting  by  Shubhashukla Chakroborty 
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ওরাওরাওরাওরা    কয়জনকয়জনকয়জনকয়জন                                                    
কিবতা মজমুদার 

 
 

িবএসিস অনােস 'র ফল 2কাশ হেয়েছ। এইবারই 2থম পরীdায় 

2ত$ািশত ফল �পল িপয়ালী। এতিদেন ভগবান তার 2িত 2সB হেয়েছন। 
সাথ 'ক হেয়েছ পির�ম। কা��ত ফল �পেয় 2থেম �তা আনে} �কঁেদ 

�ফেলিছল �স। পরdেনই খুিশেত ডেগামেগা হেয় �বানেক জিড়েয় ধের 

ঘরময় নৃত$ কেরেছ নতৃ$ পটয়সী �মেয়ট।  

 একটা <ুেল চাকিরর কথা চলেছ তার। এ সময় এই �রজা� তার কােছ হােত চাদঁ পাওয়াির 

মত। 

 মাক'িসট আনেত পরিদনই ওর 2ােনর Rশলশহর দা7জ'িলং এ �পৗHছেলা। 

 কেলেজ সবার সােথ কুশল িবিনময়, অিভন}ন, পা�া অিভন}ন, জািনেয়, িবদায় িনেত 

আধঁার নামল, পাহােড়র সা�ােজ$। 

 বািড় �ফরার জন$ ব$J হেতই, পথ �রাধ করল বন্ধুরা। কত কাকুিত িমনিত অনুেরাধ-উপেরাধ 

করেত লাগেলা িকন্ত�  িপয়ালী অনর। নানা অজহুােত সবাইেক িনরJ কের পেথ নামল �স। 

 ব� �বিশ একLঁেয় �মেয় িপয়ালী। একবার যা মনি|র করেব তার �থেক এক চ�লও নড়েব 

না। 

 �দৗড়ােত বাস�$াে� এেস �দখল সমতেলর সব গািড় �ছেড় চেল �গেছ। একটা মাj জীপ, 

একজন যাjীর অেপdায়।   

 ভগবানেক অেশষ ধন$বাদ জািনেয় ফাকঁা আসনটেত বসা মাjই গািড় �ছেড় িদল। 

 পােশর মিহলা যাjী টর িদেক �চেয় িম/ কের হাসেলা িপয়ালী। িপছেনর আসেনর যাjীরা 

সবাই অ�বেয়সী �ছেল বেলই মেন হে�। ওরা িনচ�  গলায় �নপািল �ত আলাপচািরতা চািলেয় 

যাে�। 

 কািশ 'য়াং �পৗছেতই মিহলা যাjীট �নেম �গেলন। গািড় চলেত লাগেলা। 

 িসেট �হলান িদেয় বন্ধুেদর কথাই ভাবেছ িপয়ালী। রাতটা �থেক যাবার জন$ কত পীড়াপীিড় 

না কেরেছ ওরা। মনটা খারাপ লাগেছ তার । আবার কেব �দখা হেব সবার সােথ �ক জােন । 

 ভাবনার জাল িছB হল। � ক কেষ গািড় দাড়ঁ কিরেয়েছ চালক। গািড়র সব আেলা িনেভ 
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�গেছ। িকছ� েতই আেলা ¡ালােত পারেছনা । সব 'নাশ এখন িক হেব! ভয় �পেয় �গল িপয়ালী। 

 বেনট খেুল টেচ'র আেলায় খুটখাট করেত লাগল চালক। িপছেনর যাjীরা �নেম এেস তােদর 

সাধ$মেতা �চ/া করেছ। 

 আবছা আেলায় িপয়ালী তার সফরসrী �ছেলLেলােক �দখেত �পল।   বয়স ওর মত িক ওর 
�থেক অ� বড় হেলও হেত পাের। 

িক অKকার Mনশান রাJা। জীবেন এই 2থম িনেজর কৃতকেম 'র জেন$ আফেসাস হে� 

িপয়ালীর। �কন �স সবার কথা উেপdা কের জীবেনর ঝুঁিক িনেয় এই পাহাড়ী পেথর সওয়াির 
হল এই িচ>াই এখন কুঁের কুের খাে� তােক । 

এভােব মাঝপেথ গািড় খারাপ হেয় �গল। এখন এই রােত অেচনা অজানা �ছেলLেলার মােঝ 

িক করেব �স। এত শীেতও হাত পা �ঘেম উঠেলা িপয়ািলর। �চাখ বK কের এক মেন সমJ 

ঠাকুর �দবতােদর �রণ করেত লাগেলা। িকছ� dেণর মেধ$ই গািড়র আেলা ¡েল উঠেলা। 
¢াইভার তিড়ঘিড় িগেয় �£য়ািরং-এ বসেলা । িপছেনর যাjীরা খুিশ হেয় �য যার আসন :হণ 

করল। যাক বাবা ভগবান রdা কেরেছন। 2াণভের িনঃiাস িনল িপয়ালী।  

সব 'নাশ! িকছ� দরূ যাবার পর আবারও �সই একই �রাগ। আবােরা সবাই হ� ড়মুড় কের �নেম 

গািড়র বেনট খেুল খুঁটনাট পরীdা করেত লাগেলা। এরইমেধ$ �গােদর ওপর িবষেফাড়ঁার মত 

ঝমঝিমেয় নামল বৃ/। ওরা িনিব 'কার । টেচ'র আেলায় গািড়র   ত্�ট-িবচ� $িত খুেঁজ বার 
করেতই ব$J। �কউ একটবােরর জন$ও সামেনর আসেন Lটসুট হেয় বেস থাকা সু}রী 

িপয়ালীর িদেক �চাখ ত� েল চাইল না। 2ানপেন গািড় সচল করেতই ব$J   তারা    

সময় বড় দীঘ ' মেন হে� িপয়ালীর। িক কের বািড় �পৗHছােব �ভেব ভেয় উৎক¥ায় গলা Mিকেয় 

কাঠ। বারবার ঠাকুেরর কােছ আকুল িমনিত জানাে� �হ 2ভ�  এযাjা আমায় রdা কেরা। 

জীবেন আর �কানিদন আিম এমন ভ� ল করেবানা। এবারকার মেতা আমায় বাচঁাও ঠাকুর। 

 চারিদক অKকার। Mনশান রাJা। একটা যানবাহেনর �দখা �নই। ডানিদেক সুউ¦ পাহাড় 

তার পােশ বেয় চেলেছ িবশাল ঝণ 'া বা ঁিদেক গভীর খাদ। িদেনর আেলায় এLেলা দুেচাখ ভের 

উপেভাগ কের �স িকন্ত�  আজ এই পিরি|িতেত এমন যাি§ক ত্�টর   গািড় িনেয় ঝুঁিকপূণ ' 

রাJায় িক আেছ �য কপােল একমাj ঈiরই জােনন। 

সবার 2েচ/ার ফল িমলল। গািড়র আেলা ¡েল উঠেলা। ছ� েট গািড়েত িগেয় বসেলা 

�ছেলLেলা। 2চ� কুয়াশার লুেকাচ� ির �খলার মধ$ িদেয় সুদd ¢াইভার তার দdতার ছাপ 

�রেখ এিগেয় চলল। িকন্ত�  িবিধবাম। হঠাৎ িবকট আওয়াজ কের এেকবােরঅচল হেয় �গল 

গািড়। �সই একই ঘটনার পুনরাবৃি, চলেত লাগেলা। সামেনর আসেন আর/ হেয় বেস আেছ 

িপয়ালী। িপছেনর �ছেলLেলা চালেকর ফুটফরমাশ   �খেট চেলেছ। 
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That’s it. There’s nothing left. Just a question. And a cold tight blankness. An emptiness in 

which nothing seems to exist. Not even air. 

I’m just going to kneel down here on the kitchen floor where it’s cool. Lie down, in fact. 

That’s better. Put my cheek on the Lino. I am so heavy I don’t think the floor can hold me 

up.  I am falling through the floor. I have lost everything. I am disappearing. There is 

nothing left. 

So this is what it means to be prostrate with grief. Bereft. 

In an age where the pursuit of happiness seems the only moral code, what do you do when 

your life falls short of your dreams? Is there wisdom to be learnt from the sacrifices 

commitment entails? Or is there something in the notion of compatibility that we tend to 

overlook? There has to be something urgent about growing an all too common sense of 

modern disaffection. 

Shreya stands up. Get anchored her mind tells her. And so she will one day. She no longer 

wants to feel like she is drifting down a river on a raft. She wants to feel like she is lying in 

the sun with a serene blue sky smiling down at her weathered but now soulful face. 

 

 

Bhog for Homeless 
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   উফ আর িকছ�  ভাবেত পারেছ না �স। এখেনা অেনকটা পথ বািক। এতবার আসা-যাওয়া করা 

িচরপিরিচত রাJাটােক বড় দীঘ ' মেন হে� । গােল হাত িদেয় Mকেনা মুেখ   বেস আেছ। 
িনেজর �বাকা �মার জন$ গলা �ছেড় কাদঁেত ইে� করেছ তার। 

2াথ 'না মনজরু করেলন ভগবান। সচল হেলা গািড়। চালেকর আ2াণ �চ/ায় তারা 

এেস �পৗHছেলা কা7©ত িশিলLিড় জংশেন।গািড়র যাি§ক �গালেযােগর জন$ দুঃখ 

2কাশ কের সবার কােছ করেজােড় মাজ'না িভdা করল চালক। বলাবাহ� ল$ 

হািসমুেখdমা কের িদল ওরা। 

 িনেজর জায়গায় �পৗHেছ িপয়ালীর মুেখ হািস ফুেটেছ। �ছেলLেলার �চােখমুেখও 

খুিশর ঝলক। একজন মদৃু �হেস �নপািলেত বেªা, �বান আজ ভীষণ ভয় �পেয়িছল। 

রাত হেয় যাওয়ায় তােদরও �য িপয়ালীর জন$ িচ>া হ7�ল �স কথা অকপেট 

জানােলা তারা। এতিদন দা7জ'িলংেয়র �থেক �নপািল ভাষা টা ভালই    র� কেরেছ 

িপয়ালী। �হেস বলল �তামােদর মত দাদারা থাকেল িকেসর ভয়? তাছাড়া দা7জ'িলং 

শাি>র জায়গা। Mেন খুিশ হল �ছেলLেলা। আ>িরক ধন$বাদ জানােলা িপয়ালী �ক। 

 এরইমেধ$ িপয়ালী তার এতdেণর সফরসrী, অত$> কম 'ঠ কত'ব$ পরায়ন, ন�-ভ« 

�নপািল �ছেল Lেলার নামধাম সব �জেন িনেয়েছ। িতন-চারিদন এখােন থাকেব Mেন 

িনেজর পিরচয় ও ঠকানা িদেয় কাল তার বািড়েত যাবার সাদর আম§ণ জানােলা। 

আম§ণ �পেয় অত$> খুিশ হেয় আ>িরক ধন$বাদ জািনেয়েছ �ছেলLেলা। 
পরমুহ� েত 'ই তােদর একিদন একটানা কম 'সূিচ আেছ বেল, দুঃখ 2কাশ কের dমা 

চাইল। 

    মেন বড় ব$থা বাজেলা িপয়ালীর। �ছেলLেলার অমািয়ক ব$বহার কম 'তৎপরতা 

িপয়ালীর ¬দয়েক গভীর ভােব   .শ ' কেরেছ। মু কেরেছ মনেক।     আশা 
কেরিছল বািড়েত �ডেক সবার সােথ আলাপ কিরেয় �দেব। আর িনেজর হােত 

পিরেবশন কেরতৃি� কের খাওয়ােব।  

 একটা দীঘ 'iাস �ফেল   ওেদর কাছ �থেক িবদায় িনেয় িরকশায় �চেপ বসল �স।   

    আর �কানিদন ওেদর সােথ �দখা হেব িকনা জােন না িপয়ালী। তেব তার মেনর 

িনভৃত �কােণ একটা সু}র উ®ল ছাপ �রেখ �গল। পাহােড়র এই �নপািল 

�ছেলLেলা। 

       সসসস--------মামামামা--------পপপপ-------নননন    
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The Desert 
Vihaan Bhadra, Age 11+   
Queen Elizabeth, Barnet  

 

As I crawled across the desert, the sand whipped my skin like 

one thousand angry wasps. The heat sent a jolting wave of 

pain down my back. Not far away the smoking remains of my 

car lay, blazing like a burning inferno, any fauna or wildlife that 

would have been unfortunate enough to lay in its path would 

have been decimated instantly. As a second wave of heat hit 

my skin, I passed out, the last thing I remembered was how I 

had got into this mess. The last thing I saw was the vast red 

emptiness of the desert, how lifeless and deathlike it was, only 

filled with threatening cacti and other prickly bushes, only 

existent to cause pain and suffering. It inspired the opposite of hope, pure emptiness and 

unhappiness, and misery.The very sight of it made me feel like retreating into myself and 

simply stop existing. 

I had been on expedition to find a lost city that had reportedly been sighted. It was said 

that it was made of pure gold, that streets were paved with gold and the buildings were 

cut out of diamond. According to the rumours the city was filled with jewels and diamonds 

and other riches, that every day it was perfect weather and nothing bad ever happened 

there. To an amateur explorer like me, this was an exciting prospect, if I found the city, it 

would be easy to build my career from there onward. I would be at the top of the 

headlines, as if I could simply feel it, the fame, the glory of being the number one explorer 

in the world.“The number one explorer!!”, even saying those words gave me a shiver of 

excitement down my spine. 

I packed the best equipment I deemed fit for the trip, a bag full of spare clothes, so that if 

my current ones were ruined, I always had a spare pair.My radar, so that I could always 

navigate. A compass, so that if the radar was ruined, I still had something to navigate 

with.Some books, in case I got bored.Some blankets, so that I could keep warm during 

night and most importantly a bar of chocolate so I wouldn’t starve. So, I set out in my car 

in the hopes that I would find the lost city. After one hourof driving, I finally picked up 

something on my radar, I had found my radar at a strange market stall in the city I had set 

out from. It was very cheap, too cheap however being very thrifty I bought it, hoping it 

would be useful 

The city was apparently found in the north of the Sahara Desert, the hottest and most 
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But look at what we risk to lose, Shreya says, the force of grief ripping through her. 

And Akaash slumps under the weight of his own helplessness, and a tragic silence 

solidified between them in place of what cannot be said, of what will not repair itself. 

 

At Heathrow airport, Shreya is confused, trembling. She looks haggard, strained. 

Akaash stays with her while she checks her luggage in, and then it’s time. Time to go 

through the metal detector, to say goodbye. She looks at him and is filled with fear, a 

hopelessness that’s knows no bounds. 

I am going to miss you, she says. I don’t know what I’m going to do without you. 

Maybe we shouldn’t split up you know? If it’s this difficult? Her eyes are wet but she 

starts to giggle. She is helplessly hysterical. 

It’s the right thing to do, Akaash says, giggling too now in the chaos of emotions. We 

have to do this. 

Oh, that’s right I forgot. You’re Mr F’cken Granite over here. 

Careful, Akaash says and they laugh at that old familiar phrase. They need the jokes 

to release the agony. They are both on the verge of weeping. 

You know I don’t have to go, Shreya says after a while. Just say the word and I’ll 

stay. 

You give me so much power, Akaash says shaking his head. 

But I don’t want any power, Shreya says and starts to cry. She presses her face 

against Akaash’s chest and sobs into his shirt. She breathes in all the warmth and 

comfort she can avail herself of in the final minute before she pushes herself off, 

wipes her face, looks into his eyes and says, Goodbye, Jaan, I love you. 

 

Three months later when the papers arrived, (Akaash had warned her that she might 

be a bit surprised by the wording of it. The solicitor was dictating and it was going to 

be a bit brutal but he assured Akaash that it’s all pro forma. They have a standard 

way of putting these things and it’s not personal) sure enough it felt a bit vindictive, 

sitting alone in her kitchen, Shreya opens the A4 envelope and reads the following in 

Akaash’s handwriting: 

(12) the respondent has committed adultery with a man and the petitioner finds its 

intolerable to live with the respondent. The respondent has told the petitioner that she 

has met a new partner, 

Not personal? Isn’t that what Akaash had said...Shreya stares at the papers and 

wants something to happen. Something monumental: a drum roll, thunder, 

pestilence, strings. But nothing happens. 

Shreya nods. 

That night when I got to our local park, I bought a kebab and ate it sitting on a bench. And I 

thought to myself, what am I doing here? Why am I sitting here on my own? Why isn’t 

Shreya here with me? I remember going up to you and telling you that I wanted to leave. I 

asked you if you wanted to go. You hardly looked at me. You were on such a roll Shreya. It 

was like you wanted to be anywhere except with me. It made me very sad. It hurt a lot. I felt 

very lonely then. 

Oh Akaash I didn’t know you felt that way. Why didn’t you tell me? Shreya cries. 

You seemed to be having such a wild time on your own Shreya. 

But I was unhappy too Akaash 

It didn’t seem important he says 

But I never knew, if anything I did had any effect on you?!! 

There was a lot of distance. 

I thought we could handle things on our own. 

We’re very independent people. 

But I’m not so sure about that anymore, Shreya says. I used to think it was a weakness not 

to want to be alone. It was like nothing was ever supposed to take precedence over my 

individual plans. Plans for myself, my ambitions, my individuality. 

Maybe we’ve both been guilty of too much independence. The opposite of love is not hate, 

Akaash says, the opposite of love is individuality. 

 

Made in Heaven (Bereft): Part 3 

It’s kind of devastating, Shreya says and thinks, what a long way we’ve come from the 

protection of two solitudes to arrive at this. 

The opposite of love is individuality: I read that in a letter Walker Percy wrote to Shelby 

Foote. It’s a quote from D H Lawrence, Akaash mumbles 

Jaan, Shreya says 

Yes? Akaash says 

I wanted to cherish you and be so good to you. I wanted to be completely faithful to you 

and only ever be with you. I wanted my whole body to. I didn’t want to belong to anybody 

else. But then I forgot. I lost track. I didn’t care and it was such a desecration. 

It wasn’t just your fault Shreya, nobody’s to blame, sometimes things are just not meant to 

be. 
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I don’t know how I’m going to feel when you are gone Shreya. 

Because if you know it’s over, then I’m not going. I mean that I don’t want to be thousands 

of miles away with all my stuff in boxes and be told it’s over and have no recourse. I don’t 

want to be in another country Akaash when it’s over. 

I don’t know what I’m going to say, he says. 

But you will in six months’ time? 

That’s what we’ve agreed to. 

And you honestly don’t have an inkling what your answer’s gonna be? 

No he says. I haven’t a clue. Do you? 

Shreya shakes her head. Her eyes well up with tears. She looks away. The whole world 

inside her ribs. 

I just feel so split, Shreya says. Straight down the middle. 

Me too, Akaash says. 

And I don’t know if that’s enough. 

Me neither. 

But I love you Akaash, I really do. 

I love you too Shreya, and that’s not going to change. We’re just trying to work out whether 

we should be married, that’s all. And we’ve tried so many ways to work it out that I don’t 

think we’re going to know until we forge a separation. A real one this time. We need to 

create the illusion of permanence. 

Shreya I don’t think you ever really believed that I loved you. 

Perhaps I doubted it too much Akaash 

Akaash puts his hand on Shreya’s head and strokes her hair. 

Did I hurt you much? she asks, turning to look into his dark eyes. I was never sure when 

you were hurt. 

I held stuff back Shreya. 

Why? 

Because you were the one who always seemed to be having such a hard time of it all. 

Did I hog the hurting? Shreya asks. 

You know that night you kissed that junior doctor? When I left the party early on account of 

a nagging headache? 
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hard to navigate place I the Sahara. It was hot, hotter than the hottest day in a school 

classroom with no AC ten times over. 

What my radar had picked up was no gold city, it was a sandstorm, then it blacked out, 

why? In a time like this why would it have just stopped working, when I needed to 

navigate the sandstorm, I knew I shouldn’t have bought a piece of scrap metal like that 

for such a cheap price and should have bought a more expensive but better oe, I hit it 

desperately hoping it would work, it didn’t. It was then I made my biggest mistake, I kept 

on driving, with no radar to help me navigate I had to rely on my senses and instincts, 

and those weren’t my greatest aspects. Very quickly I found that the car was no longer 

following what I wanted it to do, it was so clogged up with sand, I quickly dove out of the 

car before I crashed. A few seconds later I heard a loud explosion, it was my car. If I had 

stayed I it for much longer. 

 As I woke up, I thought to myself, where was I, then I remembered, I was I in the middle 

of the desert, how I supposed to get out now. I slowly trudged back to my car, hoping that 

something salvageable had been left undamaged. My hopes were crushed as soon as I 

looked into the car. All there was left was a metal antenna, a small tin of cooking oil, and 

a few pieces of fabric What was I supposed to do with this? Then an idea came into my 

mind, if I tied the fabric around the antenna and then lit it on fire with the oil, someone 

would see the smoke, ad someone would rescue me. I was right a few hours later I heard 

the loud whir of a rescue helicopter, and finally I was rescued. As I stared out the 

windows of the helicopter, I saw a bright flash of gold. As I smiled to myself, I knew I 

wouldn’t be long until I was back again. 

Mahalaya 2021 
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And the fact that he is her husband, that she has every right to be with him, that there is 

nothing illicit or forbidden about this union, collapses something inside her that has been 

held tight for the last two months and she nearly melts. She lets out a sigh and leaning into 

him, whispers into his chest, Oh Akaash. I missed you so much. And in this she is being 

entirely honest. 

 

Thing is, friendship just isn’t enough and Shreya and Akaash were friends. Great, great 

friends. They could go out on the town and have a rip-roaring time, and loved each other 

with a love steadfast and true. They talked about companionship, communication, loyalty. 

They talked about being honest. Only, when it comes to the union of souls in the context of 

erotic love, something was lacking and as a result, they grew further and further apart. A 

hunger lust grew stronger in them, but imperceptibly, like boils beneath the skin. Erupting in 

inappropriate moments and in ways that were more painful and sinister than either of them 

wanted to admit. 

 

Part 2 - The opposite of love is individuality 

 

They drink more coffee and Akaash talks excitedly about a typical day at the NHS and 

patients he rescued from intensive care. How smart he is, Shreya thinks, so much smarter 

than she is. He’s wearing the black turtleneck sweater that she likes because it strengthens 

his jawline. And his hair is messy giving him a boyish, mischievous look inspite of his 

intellectual specs. She can see why she fell in love with him. Could still be in love with him 

for all she knows. If she knew anything at all anymore. She feels a deep bond, a true 

respect and an intimate knowledge of his habits and his quirks. She wants their marriage to 

work. Atleast, she thinks she wants it to work, and yet she feels defeated by the stagnancy 

of the last few years. The lack of change or any movement away or towards a mere 

conviction. Even a soft conviction would do. Anything, just something to say, I’m sure about 

this. This is what I want. 

I’m going to go away, Shreya says 

I know, Akaash says 

And it’s going to be different this time, she says. 

I know. 

I’m going to pack up all my stuff as if I’m leaving for good, and leave it in the hall until we 

decide what to do. 

It’s a good idea. We need to make up our minds. We’ve been living in limbo for too long 

and it hasn’t been good for either of us. 

But I don’t want to go Akaash, if it means it’s over in your mind. I mean, you’re not decided 

right? 
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 Made in Heaven  

Priyanka Mukherjee Turnbull  

 

Part 1- To be or not to be 

Desire, at the end, was a malady, or a madness, or both. I grew 

careless of the lives of others. I took pleasure where it pleased 

me, and passed on. I forgot that every little action of the 

common day makes or unmakes character, and that therefore 

what one has done in secret chamber one has some day to cry 

aloud on the housetop. I ceased to be lord over myself. I was no 

longer the captain of my soul, and did not know it. I allowed 

pleasure to dominate me. I ended in horrible disgrace. There is 

only one thing for me now, absolute humility: Oscar Wilde - De Profundis. 

 

Two months is a long time to be away from your husband and Shreya feels hesitant and 

impatient as she wheels her bags through Heathrow Customs. The right front wheel of her 

trolley is spinning and she has to lever the handle hard to keep the trolley on course. 

The sliding doors part with a whisper and Shreya is confronted by a crowd of people, of all 

races and manners of dress, some holding signs with unpronounceable names, others 

holding flowers, all with the same strained, expectant look on their faces, searching and 

searching. 

 

At first, she can’t find Akaash. 

And then she sees him. She hardly recognised him. She’s actually forgotten what he looks 

like. She looks at him from the outside, like a stranger. And with a pang in her stomach like 

a punch that takes her breath away, she realises she isn’t attracted to him. And this 

unforgiving realisation fills her with a violent rush of pity. 

 

Oh, Akaash. You are not well loved. And that is all my fault. I will try harder from now on. I 

promise.  

But it is a promise made for the sake of making a promise and it won’t hold water, though 

she doesn’t know it yet.  

Akaash holds her face and kisses her softly on the mouth. 

Hello jaan, he says. 
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